
CHAPTERI
Using Writing

to Promote Thinking
A Busy Professor's Guide

to the Whole Book

The premise of this book is that integrating writing and other criti-
cal thinking activities into a course increases students' learning
while teaching them thinking skills for posing questions, propos-
ing hypotheses, gathering and analyzing data, and making argu-
ments. Professors who successfully integrate writing and critical
thinking tasks into their courses often report a satisfying increase
in their teaching pleasure: class discussions are richer, students are
more fully engaged in their learning, and the quality of their per-
formance improves.

But the use of writing and critical thinking activities to pro-
mote learning does not happen through serendipity. Tþachers must
plan for it and foster it throughout the couÍse. This chapter sug-
gests a sequence of steps that teachers can take to integrate writing
and critical thinking into their courses. It then addresses four nega-
tive beliefs that often discourage teachers from taking these steps-
the belief that integrating writing into a course will take time away
from content, that writing assignments are not appropriate for
some disciplines or courses, that assigning writing will bury a
teacher in paper grading, and that assigning writing requires spe-
cialized expertise. Because these beliefs raise important concerns, I
seek to supply reassuring responses at the outset.

This chapter provides, in effect, a brief overview of the whole
book; subsequent chapters treat in depth each of the suggestions or
issues introduced briefly here. Teachers who are pressed for time
can read this chapter and therç using the cross-references provided,
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turn directþ to the other chapters that address their most immedi-
ate concerns.

This section surveys seven steps teachers can take to integrate writ-
ing and critical thinking activities into a course.

Step l: Become Famil iar with Some of the Generat Principles
Linking Writing to Learn¡ng and Critical Thinking

To appreciate how writing is linked to learning and critical think-
ing, we can begin with a brief discussion of how we might define
critical thinking.

Critical Thinking Rooted in Problems. Although definitions in
the pedagogical literature vary in detail, in their broad outlines
they are largely elaborations, extensions, and refinements of the
progressive views of John Dewey (19L6), who rooted critical think-
ing in the students' engagement with a problem. "The most signifi-
cant question which can be asked," says Dewep "about any
situation or experience proposed to induce learning is what quality
of problem it involves" (p. 182). Problems, for Dewey, evoke stu-
dents' natural curiosity and stimulate both learning and critical
thought. "Only by wrestling with the conditions of the problem at
first hand, seeking and finding his own way out, does [the student]
think" (p. 188).

Part of the difficulty of teaching critical thinking, therefore, is
awakening students to the existence of problems all around them.
Meyers (1986),who agrees with Dewey that problems are naturally
motivating, argues that teachers ought to begin every class with
"something that is a problem or a cause for wonder" (P- rt4). Mey-
ers quotes philosopher and chemist Michael Polanyi, who claims
that "as far down the scale of life as worms and even perhaps
amoebas, we meet a general alertness of animals, not directed
towards any specific satisfaction, but merely exploring what is
there: an urge to achieve intellectual control over the situations
confronting [theml" (p. 41). Presenting students with problems,
theru taps into something natural and self-fulfilling in our beings.
As Brookfield (1987) claims, critical thinking is "a productive and
positive" activity. "Critical thinkers are actively engaged with life"
(p. 5). This belief in the natural, healthy, and motivating pleasure of
problems-and in the power of welþdesigned problems to awaken
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Using Wri t ing to Promote Thinking

and stimulate the passive and unmotivated student-is one of the
underlying premises of this book.

The Special Nature of Academic Problems. Not all problems, how-
eve4 are øcødemic problems-the kinds of problems that we typically
present to students in our classrooms or that we pose for ourselves
in doing scholarly research. To grow as critical thinkers, students
must develop the mental habits that allow them to experience prob-
lems phenomenologically, to dwell with them-to understand, in
short, what makes a problem problematic. To a large extent, these
mental habits are discipline-specific, since each discipline poses its
own kinds of problems and conducts inquiries, uses data, and
makes arguments in its own characteristic fashion. But some aspects
of critical thinking are also generic ac{oss all disciplines. For Brook-
field (1987), the two "central activities" of critical thinking involve
"identifying and challenging assumptions and exploring altemative
ways of thinking and acting" (p.71).Similarly, Paul (1987) argues
that critical thinking involves entering imaginatively into opposing
points of view to create "dialogic exchange" between our owrt views
and those whose thinking differs substantially from our own. Kur-
fiss (1988) likewise believes that critical thinkers pose problems by
questioning assumptions and aggressively seeking alternative
views. For heç the prototypical academic problem is "ill-structvred";
that is, it is an open-ended question that does not have a clear right
arìswer and therefore must be responded to with a proposition justi-
fied by reasons and evidence. "In critical thinking," says Kurfiss, "all
assumptions are open to question, divergent views are aggressively
sought, and the inquiry is not biased in favor of a particular out-
come" (p. 2).Kurfiss's formal definition of critical thinking, which
emphasizes that its outcome is both a tentative solution to the prob-
lem and a justifying argument, is particularly helpful. For Kurfiss,
critical thinking can be defined as "aÍr investigation whose purPose
is to explore a situatiorl phenomenoru questiorç or problem to arrive
at a hypothesis or conclusion about it that integtates all available
information and that can therefore be convincingly justified" (p . 2).

The Link Between Writing and Critical Thinking. Given this
view of critical thinking, what is its connection with writing? Quite
simply, writing is both a process of doing critical thinking and a
product communicating the results of critical thínking. As I show
in Chapter Two, writing instruction goes sour whenever writing is
conceived primarily as a "communication skill" rather than as a
process and product of critical thought. If writing is merely a com-
munication skill, then we primarily ask of.lt, "Is the writing clear?"
But if writing is critical thinking, we ask, "Is the writing interesting?
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4 Engaging ldeas

Does it show a mind actively engaged with a problem? Does it

bring ro*"rttir,g ""* 
t" read'eis? do"t it make an argument?" Ãca-

demic writing, as Chapters Two and Three explain, begins with.the

posingofaproblem.Thewriter,sthesisstatementisatentative
response to that problem, a "solution" that must be supported with

the kinds of ,"urt ,, and evidence that are valued in the discipline'

writers proarJ" ä.rrripr" drafts because the act of writing is itself

an act of discãve 'y oi, in Dewey's terms' of "wrestling with'the

conditions or uru pioulem,, atnana. Behind the scenes of a finished

;ä;¡ñ ";;Jv Pit:":: of exploratorv writins/ conversation'
discarded drafts, midnight agoù Chapier Two deals with this

issue in dePth.

Step2:P|anYourCoursew¡thCr¡ t ¡ca|Thinkingobject ives
in Mind

Once teachers are convinced of the value of critical thinking, the

nex ts tep is todes ignacourse tha tnur tu res i t .What issucha
course like? In her cämprehensive review of the literature on criti-

cal thinking, Kurfiss (1b88) examined. a wide range of successful

disciplinary .orrir", dàvoted to the teaching of both subiect matter

and criticaf tf.irrti"g. In each case, she eiplains, "the profe-ssor

establishes "";;;àithat 
includes learning-to think about subject

matter. students are active, involved, "ottrriltiog 
and arguing_with

each other, ;J*rp"nsibl,e for their own learning" (p.89J It:*
this review, she derives eight principles for designing a disciplin-

ary course that supports critical thinking:

L. Critical thinking is a learnable skill; the instructor and

Peers are resources in developing c¡itica] thinking skills'
2. ÞñL;, qte'tio"" or issueä *Ë th" point of entry into the

subiect *d u sourceof motivation foriustained inquiry''*ï*",'"'#H'J:n:l*"n::h*:gr;'Ji*;::å:'''
4. Courses u'u u"ig*"Ñ centered rather-than text and lec-

t"iã-.""a"ted. Gäab, methods, and evaluation emphasize

"ti"g 
content rather than simply acquirinx it'

5. Sfudents *","q.,lf"J;;i;;tút" u'.a ¡"Jtiry their ideas in

writing or otheiappropriate mod¡1'
6. students collaborate tå leam and to stretch their thinking,

f"t "."-pf", 
in Pui, Pt bþT sglvinq.an{ small group *o+'

T.SeveralCot"s""pu'iitJuttythoseihatteachproblem-solv-
ir,g rkiUr, nurturä studentsi metacognitive abilities'' * I*iftr'îa'"ffi * tr"'if'"å':¡fi """ffJÏ3""f
ers in these cours"t.Ãurc standardJ explicit and then help

students leam how to achieve them [pp' SH9]'
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Using Writ ing to Promote Thinking

This book aims to help teachers develop courses that follow
these guidelines. Of key importance are principles 2, 4, and 5: a
good ãritical thinking óorrtt" presents studenti wiúh "problems,
questions, and issues" that make a course "assignment centered,
rather than text or lecture centered" and holds students responsi-
ble for "formulating and justifying" their solutions orally or in
writing. This book particularly emphasizes writing assignments
because they are perhaps the most flexible and most intensive way
to integrate critical thinking tasks into a coufse and because the
writing process itself entails complex critical thinking. But much
attention is also given to class discussions, small grouP activities,
and other teaching strategies that encourage students to work col-
laboratively to expand, develop, md deepen their thinking. Atten-
t ion is also given throughout to the design of problems at
appropriate levels of difficulty, to the'developmental needs of stu-
dents-and to the importance of making expectations and criteria
clear (principles L,3, and 8).

Step 3: Design Critical Thinking Tasks for Students to Address
A crucial step in teaching critical thinking is to develop good
problems for students to think about. Tasks can range from major
ãisciplinary issues down to tiny questions about the meaning of a
key passage in a course reading. The kinds of questions you
develop for students will depend on the nature of question asking
in youi own discipline and on your own emphases in teaching
critical thinking.

when I conduct workshops in writing across the curriculum,I
like to emphasize .a discipliÍ'Iaty, content-driven view of critical
thinking by asking facuþ to write out one or two final examina-
tion essãy questions for one of their courses-questions that the¡r
think require both subject matter knowledge and critical thinking.
We then discuss the kinds of critical thinking needed and the rela-
tive difficulty of each questiory sometimes offering suggestions on
ways to improve questions to elicit the kinds and levels of critical
thinking the teactler seeks. When we have appreciated the value of
these questions for promoting critical thinking, I suggest thatit is a
shame to waste them on a timed exam, where students spend only
an hour or so on task. Such questions and dozens more like them
can be integrated into the fabric of a course where they can stimu-
late curiosity, drive inquiry, and promote learning. Chapters Five,
six, and seven focus specifically on the design of critical thinking
tasks to serve as formal or informal writing assignments or as start-
ing points for other critical thinking activities.
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Step 4: Develop a Reperto'r-re gf Ways to G¡ve
õr¡iical Thinking Tasks to Students

onceyouhavedevelopedastockpileofcriticalthinkingproblems
based on your course'Jsubject *uitt"" you can $9ose 

from dozens

ofwaystointegratethel intoyour.o. ' ' ' " .Thisbookpresents
numerous optioñs for giving critiåal thinking problems to students'

These include the following:

1. Problems presented as formal writing øssignme-nts' Formal writ-

ing assignme"ts, wf"'ittt reqYff9 ievision"and-multþle drafts' keep

students .";;;ít for extenàed periods and are among our most

powerful tooi' io' teaching c'iticul thought' They can range in

length fro* o""-pu'ug'up\i"^icrothemes-" (see Chapter Five) to

major ,"r"u,ãn'frpl'i (å"" Chapter Twelve)' As these chapters

show, good a.udLmi. ussigr"rm"rrf, ,rs.rully require that the student

formulate and support a thesis in respônssto a p19b1."T: ?ltl
assignment, uì" tå^*ore effectirre for devetoping critical thinking

than traditi;;i iãpi.-."",ered assignments ("write a paPer on a

toPic of Your choice")'
2. P r obtåi" i' *fu ta øs thought -pr 2o oker¡ þ' 

" :rp' o':*'v *- ! t\g :
Although students normally *"it" only a few formal Pu.g:t: loj i
course, tr,ul"un ao behinâ-the-scenés exploratory writing on a

daily basis. Chapters Two, Threel ""JS* 
ptå"iau a rãtionale for this

kindofwriting,whichisaseeobedforcriticalthought.I}pP*,?.?
writing ,"cordî the actual process of critical thinking while simulta-

neously drivitgitfot*u'ä' perhaps-more turr * other instruc-

tionaltool,exploratorywritingtrarsformsthewaystudents?fitdl
for a course båcause it can *u¡.uãti"" critical t1titttittg part of each

day,s h.*";;;k. chapters six and Eight give numerous sugges-

tionsforwaystointegrateexploratorywritingintoacourse/rang-
ing fromv#o* kindãof iournals to e-mail conversations'

3. Problems presented o' tlã" for smøll 8r9up problem'soksing'

One of the most effective *uyt to úse criticaithit'tking problems in

class is as collaborative learning tasks f".t:1nil.qrouPs' Çroups'a1e
given a set time to d.ebate alteråative solutions to a problem and to

arrive at either a consensus or a reasoned ,,agreement to disagree.,,

In a plenary session, grouPs t"p"1t'rrq i"tüi*"ir 
solutions to the

whole class. The instructor usually criúques the groups' solutions

and. often explains how experts ín the ãiscipline (for whom the

teacher i, ;päk;;p"rson) might tackle the same problem. During

plenary ,",,io"', the instructor becomu' u po*ãrful role model

and coach of crirical rlú"kirg. ði;nçtNine iocuses on the uses of

small grouPs to promote-critical thinking'
4. problems presented o, ,toitut ¡or iíquiry-bø.sed cløss discussions'

Discussion classes can begin *i lt o"" "t 
t*ð critical thinking prob-

t . ' l

, i i
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Using Writ ing to Promote Thinking

lems written on the chalkboard as "questions of the day." The
teacher guides the discussion, encouraging studentE to appreciate
and manage complexity. (If students have addressed the same
questions the night before in a journal entry or some other form of
exploratory writing, they will be both eager and prepared for class
discussion.) Chapter Ten suggests techniques for leading class dis-
cussions that promote critical thinking.

5. Problems presented øs think-on-your-feet questions for in-class
"cold cølling." The teacher calls on one person at a time to think
aloud, systematically following one question with another, Socratic
style. Professor Kingsfield, in the 1973 film The Paper Chase, is
many persons' nightmare example of the cold-calling professor.
Chapter Tþn offers suggestions for softening Kingsfield's cold-ca1l-
ing strategy to make it a supportive yet challengingway to encour-
age students to use course material rather than just memorize it.

6. Problems presented øs focusing questíons for ín-cløss debates,
panel discussíons, cases, or físhbowls. Other ways to get students
actively addressing critical thinking problems in class include
classroom debates, panel discussions, cases, and fishbowls. All of
these techniques are described in detail in Chapter Ten.

7. Problems piesented as practíce exøm questions. Chapter
Eleven suggests ways to coax more student learning and critical
thinking out of essay exams. One of the best approaches is to give
practice exams that students write for homework on a self-timed
basis. Feedback is provided through in-class'discussion of repre-
sentative essays.

The point of all these strategies is to model for students a view
of knowledge in which inquirers must develop and support provi-
sional answers to disciplinary problems. By actively using new
concepts and information, students engage course material on a
deeper level.

Step 5: Develop Strategies to Include Exploratory Writing
and Talking ¡n Your Courses

Good writing, I like to tell my students, grows out of good talk-
ing--either talking with classmates or talking dialogically with one-
self through exploratory writing. A key observation among teachers
of critical thinking is that students, when given a critical thinking
problem, tend to reach closure too quickly. Th"y do not suspend
judgment, question assumptions, imagine alternative answers,
play with data, enter into the spirit of opposing views, and just plain
Iinger over questions. As a result, they often write truncated and
underdeveloped papers. To deepen students' thinking, teachers
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8 Engaging ldeas

needtobuitdintotheircoursestime'sPacejto-oþ 'andmotivation
for exploratory thinking' Chapters Si*iUignt' Nine' and Tên sug-

gest numero.,', *uy' tã make exploratory writing and talking a

habit of students in Your courses'

Step6:DevelopEffectiveStrategiesforCoachingstudents
in Crit ical Thinking

Besides giving students gooq problems to think about' teachers

need.tocritiquestudents,performancesandtomodelthekindsof
criticalthinkingtheywantstudentstodevelop.AccordingtoMey-
ers (1,e86), ,""':h:;;";;i;tt"1 ihl"king will oftut' spend Tl"h:l
their class time as "referees' coaches'-and mentors rather than as

lecturersurrapt*uyorsofthetruth""Formostofus"'hecontin-
ues, "this i, uïãr*í*hile but difficult shift" (p'-39)'This book sug-

gests ,rrr*"rot' ways that teachers can coách critical thinking'

includingguidingdiscussions,critiquingsolutionsdevelopedby
small gfoups, writing comments o" rt"¿ãttt drafts, holding confer-

ences, shuri,,g å"loËiog'uphical accounts of their own thinking

and writing Processes, discuss-irtg strengths. and weaknesses of

sample pup"ir, breaking long assiþmenti.intg stages' and stress-

ing revisio" "ïãã"ftiite 
diaftr. Át equally important aspect ot

coaching is providing u 
"tppo"i"e' 

opeå claå*too* that values the

worth u'a aigniiy o"f ,,rråËt tr. S,rggestions for coaching writing

and critical thinking are integratedlhroughgut Jhe book but occur

especially in chapter Thirtee-n. chapter Éigt t focuses specifically

on coachi'g ,*á""ts as crititui '"äd"'s õf academic texts' and

Chapter Fourteen focuses entirely on ways to comment on student

pupãtt to promote critical thinking'

Step 7: When Assigning Formal Writing' Treat Writing
as a Process

Inmostkindsofcourses,thestudent''prod'ttct,'thatmostexhibits
the results of critical thinking is a forrnal essay or tectrnical report'

often,however,whatthestudentsubmitsasa-finishedproductisin
effect ur, 

"*i, 
¿r"r,, ur" ,"rult of an undeveloped and often sterile

writing P-.å'Ñt'*uttut how much we exhort students to write

SeveraldraftsandtocollaboratewithPeers/.mostofourstudents
willcontinuetowritetheirpaper,o,,th"nightbeforetheyaredue
unless we structure our courses to promote îtiti"f 

as a process'

r"u.r.,"r, ã"" ä* better finaiproducts, therelote, ff they design

their courses from the outset to combat last-minute writing' to pro-

rnote "*prorffi-writing 
and talkin g, urt+to encourage substan-

tive revision. chapter Thirteen deals öitn thit problem in detail'
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Four Discourag¡ng Beliefs
and Some Encouraging Responses

The steps just described can help teachers integrate writing and
critical thinking activities into their conrses. However, many teach'
ers who are tempted to do so may be held back by negative beliefs
or misconceptions about what happens when a teacher begins
developing a pedagogy using writing and critical thinking. It will
be helpful, therefore, to address these beliefs at the outset. Based
on discussions with faculty from across the disciplines, I find the
following four misconceptions the most pervasive and potentially
discouraging.

Misconcept¡on l: Emphasizing Writing and Critical Thinking
in My Courses Will Take Time Away from Content

M*y fauÃty, understandably concemed about coverage of materi-
al, do not want to shift class time away from content. In my experi-
ence, however, emphasizing writing and critical thinking in a course
increases the amount of subject matter that students actually leam
and in many cases can actually increase total coaerage of content. My
assertion may seem counterintuitive until one realizes that the pri-
mary effect of adding writing and critical thinking components to a
course is the restructuring and transforming of students'study time
outside of class. Critical thinking tasks-which require students to
use t}rretr expanding knowledge of subject matter to address disci-
plinary problems-motivate better study habits by helping students
see their learning as purposeful and interesting. If tasks are
designed to improve academic reading (see Chapter Eight), students
often learn to read textbooks more powerfully and interact more
critically with supplemental readings, reducing the teacher's need
to explain readings in class. Students come to class better prepared,
ready to ask questions, and looking forward to discussions. More
con-fident that sfudents can acquire "coverage" from assigned read-
ings, teachers can, if they choose, redirect some class time away
from explaining readings toward critical discussions, small group
problem solving, or other critical thinking activities. To ensure that
courses accomplish both the instructor's content and coverage goals
for a course and the process goals of inquiry, analysis, and argu-
ment, instructors should first establish content goals and then devel-
op critical thinking problems that will heþ students achieve those
goals. Throughouf the emphasis of this book is on helping students
learn the subject matter of a course at a deeper and more intellectu-
ally mature level. Chapter Five includes some suggestions for iden-
ftfyirg both content and process goals for a course.
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Misconception 2: Writing Assignments Are Unsuitable
in MY Course

Most teachers believe that writine uppJilt l"l:::ltt'!: lig::l
courses, to liberal arts courses, undio ó"?tuifl specialized courses rn

their fields. They may not, fro*"*i, ¡"tieve tliat writing is equally

appropriate in their own cour'ã in"t" d'oubts are frequently

expressed by';;;.h*s of quantitative or technical courses of ones

that focus on basic facts'"o"t"po' or algorithmic procedures that

according * alä,ã""n"r must ü";"o*t;ritted to memory" before

the student can move on to p.outÃ rorving and analysis' If we

aPPIysomeä;PãblockËusting'however'weseethatwriting
assignmen";;"d"'ãa p'oritabiy in 1fY course' (My point is

exemplified by the wide ,ã,.g" of áisciplines represented in this

book-accounting' physics"tt"*i'i'y' äil tevels- of mathematics'

nursing, u,"i""'î,'education;J Éngineering' as well as the

humanities and social r.iur,"" Ji ny .å'"."ptuJ.bloc5l_"r^tli1,1
mean pri*uüf],"til"ti"g what cônstitutes a "writing asslgn-

ment.,,Manyoftheussig,,*",,tsi,..ni'bookarenongradedorare
very short formal tusksäesignãJio nap students understand an

important J;;;;;cept' otÍers have ametacognitive aim-help-

ing students reflect o" th"i' own thinking Ploces:es or productive-

ly altering trr"i, *"d"ods of stuffig ot i"åait g.-still others have a

procedurar ;;;;iilt "to¿äí',ä"ru*" 
ait"iplinarv methods of

inqurry and analysis, W1,rat9v";;*"ih""' gouÎ' for a course' writ-

ing assignm""t' áu"be designed to heþ stuãents meet them'

Misconcept¡on 3: Adding llore Writing to My Course
will eury irle in PaPer Grading

Many teachers would gladly Jequire 
*oL".ytiting in their courses

if it were not for marking and jiading 
'tt1.d;r:::-luP"t:.'y 

*i:T'T

d.o not currentþ assign u,.y *',iti''g in"their.courses/ adding a wflt-

ing compo"""í *ïiîa*itt"atv tã1"y1 "Tll13"tk' 
although not

necessar i lymoretotal t imede'oieatoteachingi fsomeofthe
teacher,s current preparation ã, .oot"t"nce time is shifted toward.

respondinil;ri.irä. ff teachãrs already require writing in their

courses 1síy, a couple or "'"uy "*u* 
t"d ? t".tT PT"t)i'foll:y:g

tt " 
,rrgg"'åã;;i'''ïr'i' book *gn* reduce'the tSlal time they sPend

on student writing 'while sim,,itaneously making that time mofe

rewarding for theriselves and moreprod::ti": for students'

There are many ways ;;;;l:;'itit'g into a course while

keeping til;;"; íou¿ *uãgealle' t91.nõ methods require no

teacher time (for exampre, *-.tå, freewriting), some minimal time

(perusingu,u',¿o*seiectionofentriesfromaguidedjournal),and
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some very modest time (assigning write-to-Iearn microthemes
using models feedback). Even when you require several formal
essays or a major research paper, you may employ any number of
timesaving strategies to reduce the paper load (see Chapter Thir-
teen). The key is to decide how much time you are willing to spend
on student writing and then to plan yolrr courses to include only
what you can handle-always remembering that you do not have
to read everything a student writes.

Misconcept¡on 4: lAm Not Knowledgeable Enough
About Writing and Grammar to Help Students
with Their Own Writing

M*y teachers across the curriculum will admit that English was
not their favorite subject. Although they produce competent pro-
fessional writing in their own fields, they believe that because they
struggle with their own writing and because they do not know
grammatical terminology or composition theory, they lack the
skills to help students. This book aims to allay these fears. Because
the best teacher commentary focuses primarily on ideas and devel-
opment, no special terminology is needed. Tþachers simply need to
be honest readers, making comments like these:

'I got lost in this paÍt."
"You need more evidence here."
"Yolt seem to be overlooking Baker's resèarch on this prob-

lem. Can you summartze and respond to Baker's views?"
"Excellent point!"

A main key to teaching writing, as Chapter Two argues, is
teaching students how to revise. The more teachers struggle to
revise their own writing, the more they can serve as role models
for students. Irr short, you should discover that your own experi-
ence as an academic writer and reader, combined with your exper-
tise in how scholars in your field inquire and argue, should be all
the background you need to help your students with their writing.

l l

Conclusion: Engaging Your Students w¡th the ldeas
of Your Course

The steps suggested here for integrating writing and critical think-
ing assignments into a course can increase students'engagement
with subject matter and improve the qualify of their work. More-
ove¡, these suggestions do not call for rapid, complete makeovers
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of a course. It is possible to make changes in a-course gradually'

trying a few new activities at a time' tãoking for strategies and

approaches that fii yo"t discipline and subjeãt matter' that work

for your students, 
-aid 

that acËord with your own Personality and

teaóhing philosoPhY.
Some teachers'make only minimat changes in- their courses' I

know of one teacher, a briliant lecturer, who has changed nothing

in his courses 
"*"ãf, 

for adding a series of nongraded "practice

essay exams." He äoilects the õxams (written out of class' self-

timed by studentt;,i;;; a record of who submits them' reads ran-

domly selected oíá, irrä"urch of representative problems as well as

models of excelleüt-"*ï*r, and ihen holds class discussions of

what constirutes ;";J;wer. He is very-happy yith this mini-

malist approach aná offers persuasive at".dotál evidence that this

practice has improved studãnts'stud.y habits as well as the qualify

àt tn"it actual eisaY exams'
Butlknowofotherteacherswhohaveradicallytransformed

their classrooms, moving from a teacher-centered to a student-

centered p"augo,g;,-Ìto*"f".ture-based coufses to inquiry-based

courses using u*frloiuary writing, collaborative learning, lively

discussions, and other strategies for engaging students in inquiry

and debate.
In the Pages that follow' I invite readers to find what works

for them and for their students'


